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RECOGNIT ION AND ORDERING ALGORITHMS FOR GLOBAL 
INHERITANCE IN LU FACTORIZATIONS 
by D. D. OLESKY s* and T. A. SLATER s 
We denote a digraph (directed graph) by an ordered pair G = (V, E), and 
the cardinalities of the node set V and the edge set E by n and e, 
respectively. We assume that G is weakly connected so that e >~ n - 1. Given 
W c V and u, v ~ V - W, we say that v is reachable from u through W if 
there is a path P = u --) ql ~ q2 --) " " " --) qt- 1 "> qt "'> l) from u to v in G 
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such that t >I 1 and { qx, qz,.-., qt } cc_ W. Given a matrix A of order n, the 
digraph of A is defined by D(A)=(V,E)  where V={1,2  .. . . .  n} and 
i ~ j ~ E ff and only if al. i ~ 0. An ordered igraph is a triple G~ = (V, E, a), 
where G=(V,E)  is a digraph and a:{1,2 . . . . .  n} --*V is a bijection. The 
bijection a is called an ordering on G. 
Forward lower restricted (FLR) orderings of digraphs arise naturally from 
the study of inheritance of matrix entries in LU factorizations (see [2]). 
Inheritance refers to the situation in which one or more entries of the 
matrices L and U of the LU factorization of a given matrix A are, for purely 
combinatorial reasons, identical to the corresponding entries of A. Inheri- 
tance is thus a generalization of the well-known concept of the preservation 
of zero entries found in sparse-matrix analysis. The following result of [2] 
characterizes the inheritance of the entire strict upper triangular part of A. 
Given an arbitrary digraph G on n nodes with V= {1,2 .. . . .  n}, let A c 
denote the set of all matrices A of order n such that D(A) is a subdigraph of 
G and A has a unique left unit LU factorization (i.e., A = LU where l,  = 1 
for 1 ~< i ~< n). Then for all A ~ A c and for all pairs i, j such that 1 ~< i < j ~< 
n, we have ui, / = al. J in the left unit LU factorization of A if and only if for 
all l~<i<j~<n,  node j is not reachable from node i in G through 
{1,2 . . . . .  i -1} .  
A digraph G which satisfies the above digraph condition is said to be 
forward lower restricted (FLR) ordered; i.e., for all 1 ~< i < j ~< n, there does 
not exist a path in G of length >/2 from i to j through { 1, 2 .. . . .  i - 1 }. We 
extend this definition of arbitrary orderings and arbitrary node sets by 
defining an ordering a on a digraph G = (V, E) to be an FLR ordering if for 
every pair u, v of nodes in V such that a -  l(u) < a -  l(v), v is not reachable 
from u in G through Ca(l), a(2) .. . . .  a (a - l (u )  - 1)}. 
Our primary results are the solution to two problems (a recognition 
problem and an ordering problem) concerning FLR ordered digraphs. The 
first problem is to recognize when an ordered digraph is FLR ordered, and 
the second problem is to find a numbering, if one exists, for the nodes of a 
digraph so that the resulting ordered igraph is FLR ordered. 
A recognition algorithm which has running time of O(ne) is given in [3]. 
An O(n3e) algorithm for solving the ordering problem for an arbitrary 
strongly connected igraph is also given in [3], as is its extension to arbitrary 
digraphs. 
A characterization result for arbitrary FLR orderable digraphs was not 
obtained, but in the case of a tree graph, it is FLR ordered if and only if it is 
minimum-degree ordered. (See [1] for a discussion of the minimum-degree 
algorithm.) 
Our only other characterization result concerns maximal forward lower 
restricted (MFLR) digraphs (i.e., those FLR ordered igraphs for which the 
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addition of any one edge to E causes it to be not FLR ordered). If 
G = (V, E, a) is a strongly connected MFLR ordered digraph, then G con- 
tains a spanning tree. Conversely, if T is an FLR ordered tree with ordering 
a, then there is a unique MFLR ordered igraph with ordering a having T as 
a spanning tree. These results are proved in [4]. 
We note that there are obvious analogs of the inheritance problem for 
inheritance of matrix entries in the matrix L of the right unit LU factoriza- 
tion and in the matrices L and U of the (normalized) UL factorizations, and 
there are analogs of an FLR ordering for these problems. With simple 
modifications, our results can be extended to these other types of orderings 
on digraphs. 
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NONLINEAR NETWORK MODELS FOR MATRIX BALANCING 
AND THE ESTIMATION OF SOCIAL ACCOUNTING MATRICES 
by STAVROS A. ZENIOS ° 
1. Introduction 
The problem of adjusting the entries of a matrix to satisfy consistency 
requirements--matrix balancing--is posed as follows: 
Given a matrix A, determine a matrix X that is close to A and satisfies a 
given set of linear restrictions on its entries. 
The linear restrictions usually require that the total across every row (of a 
square matrix) be equal to the total across the corresponding row. In cases of 
rectangular matrices the restrictions require that the totals across every row 
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